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made in Germany

EOS Vision Stone
Nero Impala

EOS Vision Stone
Giallo Veneziano

EOS Vision Stone
Silver Wave

EOS Vision – EOSafe L optional

Silver WaveGiallo VenezianoNero Impala

EOS Vision
Distinctive character, unique design.

The unusual, unique design makes EOS Vision the absolute highlight. 
The handcrafted polished stainless steel frames form an attractive con-
trast to the elegant matt black finish and emphasize the futuristic and 
noble character. The exclusive sauna heater for the dry Finnish sauna is 
is angled twice in its inclination – the body appears to be floating above 
the elegant natural stone base.

You have the choice between three high-class types of natural stone 
for the base: Powerful and gentle at the same time, the elegant natural 
stone base complements the perfect design. With the optional matching 
stone strips at the top part (Vision Stone model), a harmonious overall 
appearance is created, or you can opt for a modern, linear top part with 
a matt black finish.

With the optionally available lighting in the 
base, the elegant and floating appearance 
of the sauna heater series is additionally 
emphasized and effectively set. Different 
colour variations can be selected to suit your 
mood.

The included 40 kg diabase sauna stones  
guarantee constant temperature stability. 
The EOSafe L safety system, wwhich is di-
screetly designed in black, provides additio-
nal safety and can be easily attached to the 
top of the rock store frame. The optionally 
available heater guard rail made of polis-

hed stainless steel is absolutely extraordinary. Separate guard rail bra-
ckets are available for an individual safety guard rail.

EOS Vision Stone models
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EOS Vision
Silver Wave

EOS Vision
Nero Impala

Guard rail optional

EOS Vision Stone
Giallo Veneziano

EOS Vision Stone
Silver Wave

Technical specifications
Power: 9,0 | 10,0 | 12,0 | 15,0 kW

Connection:  400 V 3N ~ 50 Hz

Dimensions: HxWxD: 95 x 60 x 60 cm

8 Warranty* 
on the
EOS Visionyears

*according to our guarantee conditions, available at:
www.eos-sauna.com/en/warranty-conditions

Further technical information available at: 
www.eos-sauna.com/en/vision


